
Squeezing Water from Stone:

KornShell in 2019



main() { printf(&unix["\021%six\012\0"],(unix)["have"]+"fun"-0x60);}

●Winner of IOCCC (The International Obfuscated C Code Contest) one line entry 

in 1987.

●Termed as best one liner ever received.

●Written by David Korn.



What this talk is about ?

●It’s about AT&T KornShell (and not mksh/pdksh).

●Brief status update from new upstream maintainers (Kurtis Rader and Siteshwar 

Vashisht).

●No deep dive in the source code.



/whois situ

●Siteshwar Vashisht.

●Based in Brno, Czech Republic.

●Maintainer of bash and ksh at Red Hat.

●Previously involved with fish shell and Sailfish OS.

●Current upstream maintainer of ksh.



What is KornShell ?

●Direct descendant of Bourne shell.

●Initial development based on original bourne shell.

●Roots back to late 70s/early 80s.





Advantages

●Superior language specification (Support for Discipline functions, namespaces, 

compound data type, enums etc.).

●Better POSIX compliance.

●Fastest POSIX shell.





A 20 year old bug



State of ksh in 2017

●Previous developers have left.

●Codebase has origins going back to the 80s.

●Old Tooling.

●No revision control history.

●Almost no comments in the source code.

●Spaghetti code.

●Bad test coverage.

●Lots of old bugs.

●And ...



How to maintain the unmaintainable ?





One of my most productive days was throwing away 1,000 lines of code - Ken Thompson

We threw away more than 500,000 lines of code.



Lines of code (ksh93v-)

Lines of code (current)



What did we drop ?

●Support for non-POSIX operating systems.

●Reimplementation of POSIX functions.

●Entire subsystems like the AST vmalloc and locale.

●Lots of code that was not used by ksh.

●All external commands (e.g., grep) other than ksh were dropped.

The project is now focused solely on ksh rather than providing replacements for 

commonly used commands found in BSD, Linux, and SysV.





Refactor Code



Refactor Code





Here Be Dragons





Better CI



Better CI



Test Coverage



Test Coverage



Test Coverage

All Red Hat internal tests are executed on every upstream build.



Call for Testers

You can be a crazy tester.



Coverity Defect Rate Graph



It’s simple to try



It’s simple to try





Is it too late to make a change ?



Thank you!


